**ABOUT WORLDWIDE DMC**

Worldwide DMC is a U.K. based B2B travel wholesaler and Destination Management Company, offering professional grade ground handling services to tour operators and travel agents for FIT and Groups. With our own head office in London and our 12 branch offices globally managed by knowledgeable multilingual team, we provide directly contracted rates for hotels, apartments, car hire, airport transfers, sightseeing tours and theatre tickets. We also have a fully dedicated department for Groups and M.I.C.E. bookings.

**WWDMC.COM**

We are proud to provide our global partners with a state-of-the-art in-house bookable platform that enables them to access all our travel services in an instant. Connectivity either via a white label product or via a bespoke XML API can be provided. Using the latest technology protocols and with a seamless integration and vigorous testing we are confident that our B2B platform offers a valuable tool in the everyday life of our travel agents.
3 DAYS SIC DUBAI & Abu Dhabi TOUR

From USD $149
Per person only
(Minimum of 02 adults travelling together)

Highlights:
- 02 Nights Stay At Hotel Lavender / Fortune Pearl / Howard Johnson Or Similar
- Private Airport Transfers
- Desert Safari With BBQ Dinner
- Marina Dhow Cruise
- 350+ Contracted Hotels
- Attraction Tickets
- Tailor Made Tours
- Owned & Managed Fleet of Vehicles
- Complete Concierge Department
- Strong Inhouse It Systems For Both B2b Online & Offline Bookings

Notes:
- Price offered is net & non-commissionable
- Hotel accommodation on twin/double sharing
- Optional paid activities (*)
- The company reserves the right to amend or change the services without prior notice

DAY1
Our representative will meet your clients at the Dubai International airport & escort them to their pre-booked hotel. Depending on the arrival time, Guests would be given a good time to relax & unwind at the hotel. In the evening, our vehicle shall escort the guests to Dubai Marina where they would enjoy a relaxing dinner cruise on the Dhow.

DAY2
The guests shall be picked-up this morning in a 4*4 vehicle for exploring the unexplored (A Guided Dubai City Tour) later in the day, guests would get to experience the thrilling Desert Safari. An unlimited wide range of cuisine & activities to choose from.

DAY3
With a little time in hand, guests can discover Dubai on their own. They can visit the Dubai Ice Rink*, Can take a Helicopter Ride*, They can even Sky Dive*, after which guests shall be dropped at the airport.
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Worldwide DMC is a UK based B2B Destination Management Company with over 12 of our own branch offices globally. We specialise in providing directly contracted accommodation, all major attractions on our vouchers where no pre booking is required. We also provide broadway theatre show tickets, event & match tickets. We issue inhouse train tickets for UK & Europe. We have a dedicated team for organizing transfers and tours in our own fleet of vehicles accompanied by driver guides and tour directors in all the above countries where we have our own office.